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  Cycling is a sport that combines strategy, willpower, and endurance. It has millions of admirers worldwide and is becoming a major attraction for sports bettors. A vast array of betting possibilities on cycling events is now available from bookies thanks to the growth of internet betting platforms. Bettors have unique opportunity to interact with cycling, from the cobblestone lanes of the Spring Classics to the mountainous stages of the Grand Tours. This piece explores the realm of bicycle wagering, emphasizing potential wagers and offering guidance on how to make wise choices.



Comprehending Cycling Events

Understanding the various cycling contests is essential before delving into betting methods, since each offers unique betting options.

Grand Tours

The Tour de France, Giro d’Italia, and Vuelta a España are considered the highest level of professional road cycling competitions. These three-week competitions include individual and team time trials, as well as a combination of flat, hilly, and mountainous stages. Predicting overall winners, stage winners, and competition jerseys (such as the points classification or king of the mountains) are all possible wagering options for Grand Tours.

One-Day Classics

The Classics are one-day races with sometimes difficult courses that include cobblestones, steep climbs, and erratic weather. Bettors have the opportunity to place their money on riders who are experienced in withstanding these demanding circumstances in famous events such as Paris-Roubaix, the Tour of Flanders, and Milan-San Remo.

Stage Races

The cycling calendar is full with minor stage events in addition to the Grand Tours, such as the Tour de Suisse, Tirreno-Adriatico, and the Critérium du Dauphiné. These events draw elite riders and are an important part of the Grand Tour preparation. Picking the overall winner, stage winners, or leaders of particular classes are all possible options when placing bets on stage races.

Track Cycling

Track cycling competitions take place in velodromes and include sprints, individual pursuits, and the omnium among other event styles. Compared to road racing, track cycling provides a different set of factors for bettors due to its regulated atmosphere.



Important Factors to Consider When Betting On Cycling

Successful cycling betting entails taking into account a variety of elements that might impact race results.

Form and Fitness

The rider’s present shape and fitness level are crucial. Information about a rider’s recent performances, outcomes in similar events, and news of injuries or sickness can all give useful information.

Team Tactics

Cycling is a team sport, and the efforts of domestiques are critical to a leader’s success. Understanding team strategies and riders’ responsibilities can impact betting decisions, particularly in stage events and Classics.

Race Profile and Conditions

The profile of a race, whether flat, hilly, or mountainous, as well as the weather conditions, can all have a big influence on the race outcome. Bettors should analyze which riders perform well in particular situations and customize their bets appropriately.

Historical Performance

A rider’s background in a specific race or kind of event might provide insight into their probable performance. Some cyclists perform well in specific events because of their experience and familiarity with the route.

Popular Cycling Betting Options

	Overall Winner – Betting on the overall winner of a race or tour is a popular choice. This entails guessing which rider will win the race outright.
	Stage Winner – Each stage of a race provides fresh betting options. Bettors can choose who they believe will win specific stages, which typically necessitates a different strategy from betting on the overall winner.
	Bookmakers often provide bets on head-to-head confrontations between riders, allowing you to predict who will finish higher in a stage or overall classification.
	Special Jerseys and Classifications – In Grand Tours, gamblers can place bets on the winners of particular jerseys, such as the points classification (sprinter jersey) or the king of the mountains jersey.
	Prop Bets – Proposition bets, often known as prop bets, entail speculating on particular occurrences inside a race, such as whether a rider will finish in the top ten or the stage winning margin.


Cycling provides a rich tapestry of events for bettors, with the various nature of races creating a diversified range of betting chances. Whether it’s the strategic complexity of the Grand Tours, the severe challenge of the Classics, or the high-speed exhilaration of track cycling, understanding the sport’s intricacies is essential for making educated bets. Bettors can increase their chances of winning by taking into account elements such as form, fitness, team strategy, and race conditions. As usual, ethical betting procedures should be followed to ensure that cycling betting remains a pleasant and entertaining way to watch the sport.
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The year 2024 has begun, and the world is full of new changes, trends, and accomplishments in the world of riding. From ground-breaking technology advances to the rise of new cycle powerhouses, the sport is going through a time of rapid growth and change. This piece talks about the most important events, trends, and people in the world of riding in 2024.

Using new technology in cycling

Technology keeps getting better, which is good for riding because it improves speed, safety, and viewer involvement. Some important innovations are:

Manufacturers are putting out bikes and other gear that set new standards for aerodynamics, which means they reduce drag and boost speed.

	smart Tech: More and more cyclists and teams are using smart tech to track performance data in real time, which helps them make better decisions about how to train and race.
	E-Bikes and Sustainability: Electric bikes (e-bikes) are becoming more and more popular thanks to better battery technology and a greater focus on environmentally friendly ways to get around.


The rise of new talent

Several talented riders have come up in the first few months of 2024 and are changing the way races are contested. Young cyclists from countries that aren’t usually known for their skill are making news and challenging the power of well-known stars. This surge of new players is giving the sport a new energy, which could have exciting effects on international tournaments.

Important bike races in 2024

The racing world is paying attention to a few important events in 2024:

	The Tour de France is always a highlight, but this year’s race is especially noteworthy because it has more high-altitude ends that will test the riders in the peloton.
	The Olympic Games: Track, road, and mountain bike races at the Olympics will be very competitive, with both experienced and new cyclists fighting for prizes.
	The UCI World Championships: Held in a beautiful but difficult place, the championships look like they will be a major event in the cycle schedule in 2024.




Cycling for women is on the rise

In 2024, the growth of women’s riding will still be a big story. More money and media attention have led to:

	Women’s races should have bigger prizes to close the gap with men’s racing.
	Women’s teams that are more competitive and better organized.
	A big increase in watchers and fan participation around the world.


Not only do these changes promote gender equality in the sport, but they also make women’s riding better and more exciting overall.

Cycling and Protecting the Environment

Cycling is getting more and more attention for its role in protecting the earth. The bicycle community is taking on this role in 2024 by:

	Pushing for better bike facilities in cities to encourage riding as a practical and environmentally friendly way to get around.
	The planning of “green” bicycle events that have the least possible effect on the environment by reducing trash, offsetting carbon emissions, and using eco-friendly transportation.


Problems and Disputes

Even though things are looking up, the racing world is still dealing with problems, such as doping claims and worries about how fair and clear the race is. There is a lot of pressure on governing bodies and event managers to take strong action on these problems to protect the sport’s reputation.

In conclusion

The beginning of 2024 has been an exciting time for cycling around the world, with new technologies, new riders, and big steps forward in women’s riding. Even though the sport is always changing, it is still a thrilling show for fans and a tough challenge for players. Biking is about to have another great year, with big events coming up and more attention being paid to being environmentally friendly.
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  When cycling on sand, the most important thing is to prevent the wheels of the bike from getting buried in the sand, especially the front one. Yes, cycling in the sand is not the easiest thing to do, but marathon runners do it well. Predict the winner of the marathon race with Pin Up.

Tips for proper sand driving:

	try to transfer the load from the front wheel to the rear;
	pedal smoothly in low gear;
	do not get up from the saddle ;
	if possible, do not stop; it is difficult to maintain a certain speed on the sand, but it is even more difficult to get under way;
	try to control the bike with the body, relieving the pressure on the handlebars , avoid sharp turns of the handlebars. Remember: on the sand, a sharp turn of the steering wheel leads to a quick burial of the front wheel in the sand, stopping the bike, and, quite often, to wheel breakage (“huge eight”);
	try to go fast. Choose a rubber designed for movement on mud and sand, and the sand must be passed with slightly deflated wheels, and the mud with well-inflated wheels. When riding on sand, the bike wears out quickly. This is understandable: getting into the chain and bushings , it starts to work like a file, grinding down everything that comes across on the way.


When driving on sand, it is important to learn to read the condition of the sand by its color. Wet sand (usually darker) is denser and therefore holds the bike better. Get into the desert – get up in the dark and try to roll in the early morning. Cold sand holds the bike better than warm sand .
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  Suppose life forces you not only to ride a bike, but to ride it far and, accordingly, for a long time. A reasonable question arises, what is the best way to go? How often to pedal , how to change gears ? There is an answer to this question! Also, if you like make bets on velosport, lets try bookmaker 1win.

To go far, it is recommended to catch your pedaling rhythm , your comfortable speed. See marathon cyclists traveling 400-600 km! Many people travel alone. Why not in a group? Because if a person drives at an uncomfortable pace for him, he is exhausted much faster. So, if you intend to go far, then the first step is to catch your rhythm.

Rhythm is important. But even more important is pedaling uniformity. If a person rides in a ragged rhythm, then he is exhausted even faster than even if he is not driving at his own pace. The riders even have a trick, how to throw off a cyclist “sitting on a wheel” (riding in a “wind shadow”). When a rider sees that a “freeloader” is attached to him, he begins to accelerate. A person sitting on a wheel detects an increase in speed a little later, and he needs to accelerate harder to close the gap. When he closes the gap, the rider, who by this time has returned to normal pedaling, accelerates again. Several cycles, and the “freeloader” lags behind.

Good, but how to ensure a uniform ride, if the road goes up and down, wobbles in different directions; respectively, and the wind – then in the side, then in the forehead? Let’s say right away: the cycling computer is not an assistant here. Evenly – in this case, it means not with the same speed, but with the same (if possible) cadence. However, some modern cycling computers make it possible to measure the cadence. Understandably, on the mountain trail you will hardly be able to maintain the same cadence. But on slightly hilly paths it is not difficult. It is important to change gears on time. Climbing a slight incline – shift as your cadence falls. In this case, the speed, as you understand, will be different.

What sensations should a cyclist riding far away have, besides the thrill of moving in space? If we are talking about pedaling, then there should be a feeling of lightness. Yes, pedaling should be done in such a way that the feeling remains that it is easy for you. If you feel that each revolution is given to you with difficulty, then the muscles are overloaded. And this will not allow you to go as far as you would like. Muscles when riding long distances should work at a comfortable level of stress.

So it turns out that driving long distances is a complete freebie? Go and find out.
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  US Anti-Doping Association

Given the current status of the use of Performance Enhancing Drugs(PEDs) in cycling at both the Professional and Amateur levels, GBRA is taking a close look at implimenting a drug testing program, and an education program. The beginning of our education program will be highlighting some important information from USADA, so please follow the links below to learn more.

USADA Website

Learn about Substances:

Testing Procedures:

Info on Supplements:

USADA FAQ’s:



Rider Upgrades

USA Cycling has very specific policies and rules regarding upgrades and they are all slightly different for each discipline. Read more about each of those here:

General Information:

Road Upgrades

Cyclocross Upgrades

Track Upgrades:
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  GBRA is sad to announce cancellation of

the 2014 Fouche Gap
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  2015 GBRA Board Nominations are Open!

If you would like to join the board for 2015, or would like to submit someone’s nomination for 2015, you can submit your nomination to us at HERE
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  2014 GCS Award Podiums will be presented at the

final race on the 2014 GBRA Road Calendar

the 2014 Six Gap Criterium p/b Mission Source



Congratulations to the GCS Award Winners

P1 – Jordan Heimer, Phil O’Donnell, Dave Gearhardt

Cat 2 – Fletcher Lydick, Dillon Swaim, Brandon Pruett

Cat 3-  Ryan Collins, Calvin Cheung, Greg Spaeth

Cat 4-  James Todd, Jeremy Spafard, Eric Palacio

WP1- Morgan Brown, Vanessa Drigo, Cheryl Fuller-Muller

W2 – Abigail Aldridge, Elizabeth Lee, Diana Ramos

W3 – Kim Campione, Megan Heath, Diana Nelson

W4 – Jane Tullis, Michele Gillman, Isabella Nguy

35+ – Brian Teipen, Marek Lipold, Christopher Costantin

45+ – Theron Colucci, Brad Harper, Kirk Corsello

55+ – Charles Seward, Patrick Flautt, Richard Mauney

JR M – 17-18 – Willem Kaiser, Ethan Sanders, Luke Broadwell

JR W – 17-18 – Rachel Gideon, Diana Ramos, Abigail Aldridge

JR M – 15-16 – Gabriel Mendez, James Todd, Ian Schirmer

JR W – 15-16 – Sophia Broadwell, Megan Heath, Isabella Poore

JR M – 13-14 – Davis Branyon, W. Harrison Nguy, David Heath

JR W – 13-14 – Annalise Oestreich, Jane Tullis, Lily Peck

JR M – 11-12 – Reece Latham, Sam Tullis, Lance Davidson

JR W – 11-12 – Emily Lundstrum, Makena Gates, Paula Rivera

JR M – 9-10 – Ryan Hoppenfeld, Stephen Heath, Owen Braunecker

JR W – 9-10 – Alexa Hoppenfeld, Esha Shakthy, Elizabeth May
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  Marek Lipold, loving husband, father, friend, hockey coach, cyclist…Marek had a serious crash, on Aug.2, during the Downtown Duluth Crit and suffered a traumatic brain injury. Marek’s medical bills are mounting.

Marek is one of us.

If you care to support the fundraising efforts, click the link below:
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  Welcome the 2015 GBRA BOARD

Congratulations to Ryan Collins, the new Rider’s Rep!

The 2015 GBRA Board

Ryan Collins, Rider’s Representative

Kent Wheeler, Club & Team’s Representative

Jeff Clayton, Promoter’s Representative

Betty Hodges, At-Large Representative

Jeff Hopkins, Velodrome Representatve

John Patterson, Official’s & Coaches Representative
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